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HOLY ORDER OF RA-HOOR-KHUIT
SECOND GRADE INITIATION

DRAFT COPY
PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Temple Furnishings

Room 1  (Hall of Initiation in the Second Grade)
 Pyramid (with open door and big enough to contain candidate) centered between five areas—

four of which are scenes from the four religions cursed in Liber AL and the fifth contains the
Throne of the Master of Lodge

 Small Altar w/glass top set inside Pyramid with candle illumining from underneath.
 On table is Heart Shield of HOOR and Liber AL

Room 2  (Glowing Chamber)
 This room is immediately adjacent to the Hall of Initiation and its’ only entrance is from within 

the Hall and from the Holy of Holies.
 On each wall are photos of the Magi with corresponding Words and scattered candles as 

scattered stars appear in the sky.

Room 3  (Holy of Holies)
 Blue vaulted room with stars describing the northern hemisphere sky at the time of the Vernal 

Equinox.
 The room is filled with sand and rocks for seats.
 In the center is a canonical tent composed of vermillion and gold.
 Under this is a plexiglass altar with an electric candle underneath it to illuminate the glass.
 On the altar is the Mark of the Beast—oriented to the four cardinal points.

Officers



 Master of Lodge who doubles as Dweller of Threshold;  as Dweller he holds the scales and a 
hammer by which to strike them, is robed in black with hood of initiator pulled over his/her 
face.

 Four Elemental Guardians are dressed with appropriately colored elemental robes for bringing 
candidate into lodge, and then as follows and will change back to their Lodge uniforms 
when entering the Glowing Chamber:
 Jesus (Air):  White robe, crown of thorns, sandals. His personality is daydreamy as he 

teaches concentration.
 Krishna (Earth):  Blue knickers, no top, garlands, sandals.  His personality reflects the 

inertia of an universe constantly interacting with its component parts—he is 
destructive as he teaches endurance.

 Buddha (Water):  If not already, give the appearance of being fat and bald, oriental 
clothing, sandals.  His personality is sentimental as he teaches objectivity)

 Allah (Fire):  White robe with a sword, bearded and elderly with a turbon.  His 
personality is turbulent as he teaches patience.

 All other attendees are in robe of the Second Grade.  This robe is black with the Heart-Shield of 
HOOR.  The AA robe may be substituted if desired.



SECOND GRADE RITUAL

Lodge Opening

Candidate is hoodwinked by the Master of the Lodge (both are dressed in street attire) at a separate 
location from the Lodge and brought by car to the secret location.

S/He is the then left without the Lodge while Second Grade identification is run-through by Master of 
the Lodge to admit all officers and members of the Lodge to the Hall of Initiation.

Master of Lodge performs Reguli

Oath

Candidate is carried into the Lodge by four Elemental Guardians with the Guardians of Fire and Air 
taking the arms and the Guardians of Water and Earth taking the legs.

Candidate is brought in and placed before Pyramid on H/Ir back; the point of the Masters Rod is placed 
on H/Ir heart while being ordered to repeat:

 In heart verily, I (name) do most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear that it is my will to 
commit myself to persevere through the ordeals darkness and the Black Lodge which lie beyond 
the periphery of the Second Grade of the Holy Order of Ra-Hoor-Khuit and A/OM Lodge in 
order that I benefit from its most holy sanctuaries.

 Furthermore, I now declare that in any course of any struggle and confusion that I may find along the
way to such an holy place as these sanctuaries, that I will always place my trust in myself and 
my Holy Guardian Angel.  And that this oath is an affirmation in accord with such guidance as 
derived by benefit of such wise and enabling counsel.

 Furthermore, even though I have not yet become privy to the teachings and secrets of this grade, nor 
the sanctuaries of this Order and Lodge, that I will forever conceal and fight never to reveal any 
and all of those treasured images to any other being unless of course I have knowledge of his or 
her right to enter such Sanctuary by knowledge gained from either another member of this Order
and Lodge or by virtue of the Identification Formula that I will learn in the Glowing Chamber.

 Finally, should I ever violate the solemnity of this most dire and severe oath that I and my Holy 
Guardian Angel take on this day; in any way, shape or form; may my heart be cut from my breast 
and crushed asunder as I am castigated from both the company of men and gods by the thunderous 
and most direful judgment of Ra-Hoor-Khuit.

Hoodwink is then removed from Candidate.

ML:  93.  Welcome to our Lodge.  May your aspiration be pure and strong and may the Warrior LVX 
radiate from within you.  You should know then that each human being is occultly composed of four 
elements:  Air, Water, Earth and Fire; and that these elements are harmonized and woven together by a  
fifth element of Spirit.  The Warrior must conquer the vice of each of these and develop the virtue of 
each within himself or herself.  The vice of Air 



is daydreaming, the vice of Water is sentimentality, the vice of Earth is inertia and the vice of Fire is 
turbulence.  Since all that is manifest has its opposite, the virtue of Air is concentration, the virtue of 
Water is objectivity, the virtue of Earth is endurance and the virtue of Fire is patience.  You mus 
equilibrate the pairs of opposites or you will be subject to the vice of Spirit which is confusion, even as 
its virtue is Silence.

(ML assumes the sign of HPK, then continues)

This Silence is also called free fall.  Each thing which falls freely in space follows it own Way, with  no 
interference from any other, going toward the infinite, which is Nuit; that is, where we are, rfrom whence
we come and wither we willl go.  Soldier! The battle commences to arms! To arms!  So that you may 
prove yourself a soldier, strip yourself of everything that you were not born with or which did not grow, 
naturally, from your body in the passing of the years and follow that path (ML points the way to the 
underground cell) which will lead you to a cave in the entrails of the Earth.  Enter that tomb—which is 
also a womb and wait for your call to arms, your birth into the army of HOOR.

(The ML waits for the C to do as he/she instructs and when the C makes a move the ML stops C and says
in an earnest whisper):

ML:  Before you go, I must warn you:  Beware the Dweller of the Threshold, who will come to tempt 
you and who will dog your every step.   For it is cold as ice and yet it scalds as boiling water and burns 
as molten rock and it strikes like lightning.  Its name is Night and Death.

(ML smiles at the C and kisses their cheek saying):
93 93/93

(Once more the ML bids the C to strip and proceed)

ML:  Go then forth for the battle is within.

(Once the C is in the UGC the ML latches door from outside.  The C is left, naked and unattended for 
thirty minutes.  Master changes to Dweller and Elementals change to cursed gods)



THE ORDEALS

After the 30 minutes is completed in the Pyramid, the Candidate is brought to air section by following 
the lead of the Dweller of the Threshold who will then flank the candidate diagonally, one step back on 
the left if the candidate is a man and on the right for a woman; the candidate is then greeted by Jesus.

At this point, members at large chant in unison:

MAL:  “The Dweller of the Threshold,
he wears a mask
Why does he hide his face?
We ask.
He is the Devil;
Christ may say…
For Christ is the Light,
the Life, the way.”

Jesus: I am Jesu, the way, the light and the life.  To find your reward in heaven, follow me.
Know that I am here to tell you that this order secretly belongs to my church.

(Jesus then hugs the candidate and whispers in H/Ir ear):

Jesus: I love you and have died for your sins.  Will you now kneel before me:

(Jesus then releases the candidate and motions for H/Ir to kneel.)

If S/He kneels all in the Hall will give out cries of:

FOOL! BLASPHEMER! DO WHAT THOU WILT!

The candidate is then brought by the Dweller back to the Pyramid for another thirty minutes; only to have to 
repeat the encounter with this element.  Should the candidate fail a second time, S/He is again directed to the 
Pyramid; but only for a fw minutes as the Dweller changes to H/Ir Mater of Lodge costume.  The Candidate 
is then let out and informed by ML that they have failed the ordeal of this initiation.  S/He is then advised 
that S/He may try again after the course of a sun (3 months) and should study AL and its commentaries 
intensely during this time.

If the candidate recognizes the trick, the Dweller strikes once on his scales and all in the Hall cower and 
howl in fear until the Dweller has deemed the Candidate worthy to pass on to the next element by striking on
the scales three times.

The Candidate is then led to the earth section in the same way and manner as the air section and greeted by 
Krishna.



MAL: The Dweller of the Threshold,
he wears a mask.
Why does he hide his face?
We ask.
He is of the Kauravas;
Krishna does rattle.
Jump in the chariot
and onward to battle.

(Krishna then garlands the candidate and places hands on shoulders of H/Ir and says):

Krishna:  I am Sri Krishna.  All liars of the earth beware for the battle about to begin.
  This order belongs to the Pandeva and I control the destiny of all that lives.
  Come ride in my Chariot.

Krishna then mounts the Chariot and motions for Candidate to stand beside him.  If the candidate does so, or 
catches onto the rubric of this rite, then the same follows by the Dweller and Members at large as in the air 
section.

The candidate is then led to the water section in the same way and manner as before and is greeted by 
Buddha.

MAL: The Dweller of the Threshold,
He wears a mask.
Why does he hide his face?
We ask.
He is all Sorrow;
The Buddha will cry.
He’ll moan,
He’ll groan,
And he’ll die.

Buddha then greets candidate in condescending manner with a bow.  He then says to H/Ir:

Buddha:  I am Gautama Buddha of the Bodhi Tree.  If you should see me, you must kill me.  This order is 
designed by me to set you free from your karma—just set a while with me.

Buddha then sits under the tree and motions for the candidate to sit beside him.  If the candidate does or does
not follow, then all proceeds as above.

Candidate is then led to the fire section in the same way and manner as described above and is greeted by 
Allah.



MAL: The Dweller of the Threshold,
He wears a mask.
Why does he hide his face?
We ask.
He is certainly infidel;
Allah proves true.
With one thrust of his sword,
he’ll run him through.

(Allah then greets the candidate by brandishing sword in front of H/Ir and says):

Allah:  I am Allah and my ways are most severe.  If you defy my I will cut off your hands and your
limbs.  I will find a thousand ways to torture you and your family.  Whilst you stand in 
front of my, my sword is meant for you.

Should the candidate then have mastered this final of the elemental ordeals, the Candidate is then led to the 
Fifth Ordeal section in the same way and manner as before.  Now the candidate must face the Dweller.  The 
lights will dwindle and go out.  The Dweller shall laugh the Devil’s laugh and there will be a pause for the 
Dweller to decide how the Ordeal of Spirit was passed.  The Dweller will then assume the position of Set 
Fighting and the lights will come back on.  The lights will go back out again and Dweller will remove the 
hood to be revealed as ML as the elemental guardians change into their lodge robes.

The candidate is then invested with the robe of their grade and congratulated on having successfully 
completed the ordeals.  ML and candidate wait while everyone else enters the Glowing Chamber.  ML then 
enters chamber and announces new lodge member:

ML Hear Ye, Hear Ye, Hear Ye!
All bid welcome to [new member];
a newly proven member of A/OM Lodge
in the Holy Order of Ra-Hoor-Khuit

Thelemic applause by all.

A different member of the lodge is chosen to read from the corresponding chapters in Liber Aleph for each of
the Magi on the walls of the Glowing Chamber; leaving Therion for the ML.

The knowledge lecture is given from Schedule A to the point on page 2, just before it is said “Behold the 
temple where we gather…” at which point all are lead to the NDR for its continuation.

De Regulae Vitae and the Black Lodge Papers are given for the Initiates private study.  The candidate is 
taught the step, sign and is given the identification ritual as per Schedule G.

 The Master of Lodge then leads the chamber in the recitation of the curses of AL.  And as this concludes 
the rite, all are invited to attend the feast which has been prepared for those assembled.


